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Abstract.

Combined Turbo Coding and Interference Rejection for DS-CDMA

By

Emmanuel Oluremi Bejide

Doctor of Philosophy in Electronic Engineering

University of Kwazulu-Natal, Durban, South Africa, 2004

Supervisor: Professor Fambirai Takawira.

This dissertation presents interference cancellation techniques for both the Forward Error

Correction (FEC) coded and the uncoded Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple

Access (DS-CDMA) systems. Analytical models are also developed for the adaptive and

the non-adaptive Parallel Interference Cancellation (PlC) receivers. Results that are

obtained from the computer simulations of the PlC receiver types confirm the accuracy of

the analytical models that are developed. Results show that the Least Mean Square

(LMS) algorithm based adaptive PlC receivers have bit error rate performances that are

better than those of the non-adaptive PlC receivers.

In the second part of this dissertation, a novel iterative multiuser detector for the Turbo

coded DS-CDMA system is developed. The performance of the proposed receiver in the

multirate CDMA system is also investigated. The developed receiver is found to have an

error rate performance that is very close to the single user limit after a few numbers of

iterations. The receiver is also resilient against the near-far effect. A methodology is also

presented on the use of the Gaussian approximation method in the convergence analysis

of iterative interference cancellation receivers for turbo coded DS-CDMA systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A strong candidate for the actualisation of the goal of "communication anywhere" is

wireless communication. With wireless communication technology, there is no physical

restriction on where information can be exchanged. Because many users will be

accessing the common communication channel in wireless communication, there is

therefore the need to device means of sharing the communication channel. This is to

prevent interference arising from the effects of the signals of other users that access the

channel simultaneously. Some techniques have been developed to allow simultaneous

access of a communication channel by many users. These techniques are referred to as

multiple access techniques.

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is an enabling multiple access technology for

the purpose of providing wideband services in wireless communication. CDMA is the

access teclmology specified for the second generation cellular system IS-95 [Gar97] and

for various third generation cellular communication systems like the Universal Mobile

Telecommunication System (UMTS) [Chi92], and Wideband CDMA (WCDMA)

[Pra98]. CDMA is also the access technology for wireless local area network systems like

the IEEE 802.11 standard [Gar97]. Numerous satellite communication systems also use

CDMA as their radio access technology [Mag94]. In general CDMA has received a wide

acceptance in the communication industry.
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The interest in CDMA can be attributed to some of its advantages over the narrowband

systems. Some of the advantages are [Mag94][Sch77][Vit79]:

• Low probability of Interception,

• Multipath mitigation capability,

• Anti-jam capability,

• Interference rejection capability,

• Multiple access and

• Accurate ranging.

However, the performance of the CDMA systems degrades when they are used in a

multiple access environment. In such a situation the capacity of the system decreases and

the probability of error of the system increases as the number of co-located systems on

the channel increases. The interference on the signal of the user of interest from other co

located CDMA systems is referred to as the Multiple Access Interference (MAl).

Multiuser detection techniques are developed in order to counteract the effects of the

multiple access interference. The objective of designing multiuser detectors is to increase

the fidelity of the signal of the user of interest to the level it would have been if other

CDMA systems are not accessing the channel.

1.1. Multiuser Detection in Uncoded CDMA Systems

Multiuser Detectors (MUD) are designed by using some characteristics of all the received

signals in the multiple access channel to reduce the effects of the multiple access

interference, mutually on all the users. Multiuser information theory is a discipline that is

many decades old. With respect to CDMA however, the pioneering work in designing a

MUD for CDMA is the work ofVerdu [Ver86a] that was published in 1986. The detector

of [Ver86a] is often referred to as the optimum multiuser detector because its

performance is exactly the single user performance.
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In the optimum MUD, the Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) of the

signal of the user of interest is performed given the signals of the other users in the

multiple access channel [Mos96][Ver86a][And02]. Although the MLSE receiver has an

optimum performance, its shortcoming is its prohibitively high computational

complexity. The computational complexity of the optimum MUD increases exponentially

with the number of users (K), that is O(2K
).

Because of the high complexity of the optimum multiuser detector, several sub-optimal

multiuser detectors have been developed. These types of receivers have computational

complexities that· are very low when compared with that of the optimum multiuser

detector. The low complexity is, however, at the expense of performance. Sub-optimal

MUD can be classified into two categories:

1. Linear Multiuser Detectors,

2. Non-Linear Multiuser Detectors.

In linear MUD, linear filters are used to extract the signal of the user of interest from the

received signal and to suppress the MAl at the same time. Examples of linear MUD's

includes the decorrelating MUD (which multiplies the received signal sequence by the

inverse of the correlation matrix of all the active users on the channel), the interference

whitening filter (in which the filter coefficients are dependent on the spreading code of

the user of interest), the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) receiver (in which the

MMSE criterion is invoked in detecting the signal of the user of interest)

[Ver86a] [Ver86b] [Ver89] [Lup89] [Mos96] [Hon95].

Nonlinear MUD includes the Decision Feedback Equaliser (DFE) receiver and

interference cancellation receivers. Interference cancellation receivers can be classified as

Serial Interference Cancellers (SIC) and Parallel Interference Cancellers (plC)

[Var90] [Div95] [Puz99] [Y0093] [Hui98][Div98] [Vit90].
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The SIC and the PlC have received a ,considerable amount of attention in the literature

because of their ease of practical implementation, In the SIC, the interferences of all the

users are estimated. For the user of interest, the estimated interference due to all other

users are subtracted, one user at a time (starting with the user that has the highest power),

from the received signal. An improved received signal, from the point of view of the user

of interest, is obtained as the estimate of the interference of each user is sequentially

subtracted[Vit90] [Mos96].

In PlC, the MAl on the user of interest is estimated at once from the signal of all other

co-located users. The estimated MAl is then subtracted from the received signal (from the

point of view of the user of interest). This procedure is carried-out for all the users

simultaneously (in parallel).

An advantage of the PlC over the SIC is that the delay experienced in SIC is much more

than the delay experienced in PlC. This has made the PlC much more accepted in

practical system designs than the SIC [Mos96]. A more detailed description of the PlC

scheme is made in Chapter 2.

1.2 Multiuser Detection for Coded CDMA Systems

Error correcting codes are often used to improve the performance of CDMA systems.

Realizing that error correction alone cannot remove the effects of the multiple access

interference effectively, a lot of emphasis is now being placed on designing multiuser

detectors for channel coded CDMA systems. Pioneering work in this respect is the work

of Giallorenzi and Wilson [Gia96a] where the optimum detector of [Ver86a] is combined

with convolutional decoding. The complexity of the receiver of [Gia96a] increases

exponentially with the product of the number of users and the constraint length of the

convolutional encoder. Some sub-optimal implementations of the receiver of [Gia96a]

were proposed in [Gia96b]. Another suboptimum type of the optimum MUD with
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channel coding is found in [Wei97] where the low complexity breadth-first algorithm of

[Sim90] was used in the MLSE of [Gia96a] for convolutionally coded CDMA systems.

The advent of Turbo codes [Ber93] and the generalization of the "Turbo principle" in

many aspects of digital communication [Hag97] have inspired the development of many

"iterative" multiuser detectors. In [Ale99], the "super trellis" of the joint convolutionally

coded and the time varying CDMA coded system was transverse, based on the Maximum

a-Posteriori (MAP) criterion. This is in contrast to the work of [Gia96a] where the Viterbi

algorithm was used. The work of [Ale99] has the same prohibitive complexity as the

receiver designed in [Gia96a].

Work done on reducing the complexity of iterative detectors to levels that can be

practically implemented has mainly focused on combining various sub-optimal multiuser

detectors with iterative channel decoding in an integrated manner. The decorrelating

decision feedback MUD was studied in [HsuO 1] for a Turbo coded DS-CDMA system.

The MMSE filter was iteratively combined with channel decoding for the convolutionally

coded CDMA system in [GamOO]. Several other attempts to combine sub-optimal

multiuser detectors with channel decoding in an iterative manner can be found in the

following references: [MarO1a] [MarO1b] [Wan99][QinO1].

On the combination of interference cancellation and iterative decoding, an iterative

interference canceller was proposed for convolutionally coded CDMA in [Ale98]. This

scheme integrates the subtraction of the estimated multiple access interference and

channel decoding. The iterative interference canceller was also studied in [Ker99] and

[Moh99]. The iterative receiver of [Ker99] tries to improve on the ones proposed in

[Ale98] and [Moh99] by subtracting a weighted estimate of the multiple access

interference from the received signal. The partial interference canceller of [Div98] was

combined with Turbo decoding in [WuO1]. In a nutshell, iterative interference

cancellation (and some of its variants) has received wide acceptance. This could possibly

be due to its low level of complexity. Iterative interference cancellers for turbo coded

CDMA are discussed in greater details in Chapters 4 and 5.
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A major problem with iterative interference cancellers is that the direct subtraction of the

estimated MAl from the received signal could lead to erroneous detection when the MAl

estimation is not very reliable [ShiO 1]. This is more likely when the cross-correlation

between the signals of the co-located users is high. In that case, the error variance of the

iterative interference canceller becomes very large [Bej03][Ker99]. It is, therefore,

necessary to find a novel way of using the MAl estimate in Turbo coded CDMA systems

to mitigate the effects of the MAl effectively.

1.3 Goals and Contributions of the Dissertation

Much of the work done on the development of MUD for channel coded CDMA systems

have focused on convolutionally coded CDMA. Little work has been done on

investigating the combination of MUD and Turbo coding. Also, the concept of iterative

detection [Hag97] opens a lot of opportunities on how channel decoding and other

detection processes like the MUD could be combined. The statements in the two

sentences above motivated this work. This dissertation investigates performances of

existing iterative interference cancellation techniques for uncoded and turbo coded

CDMA systems and proposes a novel way of implementing the MUD-channel decodIng

integration (with emphasis on improved error rate performance and increased capacity).

In the process of achieving the goals set for this work, the following original

contributions were made to the field ofMUD for CDMA:

1. In Chapter 2, analytical models for various types of PlC are presented. These

models are shown to be in good agreement with simulation results. The models

are useful in the Bit Error Rate (BER) analysis of PlC receivers for DS-CDMA.

Also, an expression for the optimal cancellation weights for the weighted PlC

receiver is presented.
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2. In Chapter 3, adaptive PlC receivers that are based on the Least Mean Square

(LMS) algorithm are presented. An analytical model for the adaptive PlC

receivers is also presented.

3. The density evolution approach is used in the analysis of iterative interference

cancellers for Turbo coded CDMA systems in Chapter 4. A methodology for the

convergence analysis of the receiver is presented by using the density evolution

based Gaussian approximation method.

4. A novel iterative interference canceller is developed in Chapter 5. The detector is

developed by using the estimate of the MAl as additional information in ,the

iterative decoder. A direct subtraction of the estimate of the MAl is avoided in

order to prevent the effects of the estimation error variance. The developed

receiver has a better error rate performance than that of the existing iterative

interference canceller. The improvement in performance is much more obvious at

higher values of cross correlation between users.

1.4 List of Publications.
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Conference (SATNAC), 2-5 September 2001, pp. 147-151 (CD-Rom. ISBN: 0
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Chapter 2

Performance Analysis of Parallel Interference Cancellation

Techniques for DS-CDMA in Multipath Fading Channels.

2.1 Introduction.

Parallel Interference Cancellation (PlC) is a widely accepted technique in the wireless

communication community [Mos96]. This technique has been the subject of many

research activities in the last decade. The wide acceptance of the PlC technique is due to

its low complexity of implementation while still providing substantial reductions in the

effect of the multiple access interference.

Parallel interference cancellation was first proposed in [Var90]. It was derived through

the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation of the desired user's transmitted bit, given .the

received signal. For illustration purpose, let the transmitted bit at some particular time

instance for user j (1 ~ j ~ K) in a multiple access environment having K number of

users that are transmitting simultaneously be bj . Let the signal at the output of a

matched filter that is matched to the signature sequence of user j be Y. The parallel

interference cancellation technique determines P(bj IY). The ML estimation, as

computed in [Var90], produces a receiver structure in which the improved received signal

for the user of interest is obtained by the subtraction of the estimate of the multiple access

interference from the received signal. The improved received signal that results is then

matched filtered to determine the transmitted bit of the user of interest.
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Parallel interference cancellation can· be (and is often) implemented in a multistage

manner. Each additional PlC stage in a multistage system improves on the performance

obtainable from the previous stage.

With improvement in the fidelity of signals at subsequent cancellation stages of the

multistage PlC receiver, the reliability of the estimate of the multiple access interference

that is obtained by using these statistics increases. This prompted the development of a

variant of the PlC receiver that is referred to as the weighted PlC receiver. In this receiver

type fractional value of the estimated multiple access interference is subtracted from the

received signal. The amount of the fraction that is subtracted is increased as the

processing moves from a lower stage to higher stages of interference cancellation. This is

done because estimates of the multiple access interference in higher stages of interference

cancellation are more reliable than at lower stages of interference cancellation.

In [Div98] another type of PlC teclmique was derived based on the ML estimation of the

message bit of the user of interest, given the received signal and the estimated message

bit at the immediately previous cancellation stage. That is P(bj IY,b1-1
)). This is the

detection metric used at the fh cancellation stage. This resulted in a PlC receiver in

which fractions of the estimated MAl and the soft information on the transmitted bit of

the user of interest in the (f _l/h cancellation stage are subtracted from some fraction of

the received signal. This type of PlC receiver is referred to as the partial PlC receiver.

PlC receivers that have no form of fractional cancellation are referred to as total PlC

receivers.

In estimating the MAl, the tentative decision that is taken on the soft "information" of all

other co-located users could be any of the many decision techniques that are available.

The soft, the hard, the threshold and the tanh 0 decision techniques have been suggested

in the literature [Div98][Hui98][Div95). It has also been noted, as also presented briefly
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in Section 2.3 of this Chapter, that the use of the soft tentative decision leads to PlC

receivers that have error rate performances that are very poor when compared with those

of PlC receivers that are based on the hard tentative decision[Bue99] [Cor99]. This

behaviour was explained in [Bue99] to be due to the fact that the decision statistic is

biased when the soft tentative decision is used. In this dissertation therefore, our focus

shall be on PlC receivers that are based on the hard tentative decision.

Error rate performance analyses of the total PlC have been presented in [Yo093] and

[Hui98] for the Rayleigh multipath fading channel. To the best of our knowledge, no

work has been presented in the literature on the error rate performance analysis of the

weighted PlC receivers in the literature. Also, error rate performance analyses of the PlC

receivers in the Nakagami multipath fading channel have not been presented in the

literature. It is important to have analytical models for these receivers in the Nakagami

multipath fading channel for the following reasons

[Alh85] [Lom99] [Woj86] [Eft97] [Eng95]:

1. The Nakagami distribution fits experimental data that are obtained from urban

radio multipath channels accurately.

2. The Nakagami distribution is a generalized distribution which can model different

environments and could be approximated to different distributions. For instance,

the Rayleigh, the Rician and the one-sided Gaussian distributions are special cases

of the Nakagami distribution.

3. The Nakagami distribution can account for shadowing and other large-scale

effects.

4. Amplitude fading that is due to ionospheric scintillation follows the Nakagami

distribution.

In this Chapter therefore, the error rate analyses of the total and the weighted PlC are

presented for the Nakagami multipath fading channel. The Gaussian approximation

approach is used in the analyses. The Gaussian approximation method has been found to

be accurate for the error rate performance analyses of DS-CDMA systems in the
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multipath fading environment [Ju102]. The following contributions are made ill this

chapter:

1. A simple expression for the average BER of DS-CDMA systems in the Nakagami

multipath fading channel with Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) is proposed.

The expression that is obtained is computationally simpler than the result that was

reported in [Eng95].

2. A procedure for determining the average BER of the total and the weighted PlC

receivers in the Nakagami multipath fading channel is presented. The approach

that is used in this Chapter for the estimation of the variance of the residual MAl

is different from and more accurate than methods that have been reported in the

literature so far.

3. The expression for the optimal cancellation weights for the weighted PlC receiver

is presented.

The rest of the Chapter is outlined as follows. The system model for the asynchronous

DS-CDMA system is presented in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 a comparison between the

PlC receiver that employs the hard tentative decision and the PlC receiver that employs

the soft tentative decision is made. Analytical models for the error rate performance of

the PlC receivers are presented in Section 2.4. Optimal cancellation weights for the

weighted PlC receiver are derived in Section 2.5. Numerical results are presented in

Section 2.6. Section 2.7 concludes this Chapter.

2.2 System Model

2.2.1 Received Signal Model

The signal that is transmitted by a single user k (l s k s K) in a multiple access scenario

that comprises of K active users can be represented as

(2.1)
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Notation Pk represents the power of the signal of user k, ak(t) represents the antipodal

waveform of the random spreading code of user k, OJc is the carrier frequency and ~(t)

represents the antipodal waveform of the message sequence of user k. Notation Tc

represents the bit duration of the spreading code. The summation of the signals that are

transmitted by all users in the multiple access environment can be represented as

(2.2)

rPk is the modulation angle of user k .

The multipath fading channel as seen by the receiver of user k is modeled as a time

delay impulse channel model [Eng95][ProO.I] as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The response

of the channel can be represented as

(2.3)

where fJlk' 'lk and elk are the I th path's channel gain, delay and phase shift respectively

for the k th user's signal. We assume that 'lk E [0, T] and is independent of the channel

gain coefficient. Notation T is the message bit duration. Also, let the processing gain of

the system be represented as N . The received signal can therefore be represented as

K L
r(t) = L: ~2Pk L:fJlkak(t-'lk)bk(t-'lk)COS(OJct+lflk) + net)

k=\ 1=\
(2.4)

Iflk = elk + rPk + OJc'lk and Iflk E [0,21<]. Each user's signals are taken to be propagated

through L different paths.
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The Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) based RAKE receiver is used for diversity

combining. Figure 2.2 shows a rake receiver that employs the MRC diversity scheme.

The output of the RAKE receiver that has M fIngers can be expressed as [Eft97]

where

Hi 2-b -T .2 O,j (!Jt;,./)

T+t;Tc

1J~ = f n(t)!Jt;jQ j(t-T~j)cos(wct+lf/t;j)dt
t;Tc
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Figure 2.1: The time delay impulse multipath model.
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~
Tn(f)

Figure 2.2: The MRC diversity-based RAKE receiver.
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Notations U~j' V~j' W~j and 1J~ represent the desired user's signal, the MAl component,

the Side Interference (SI) component and the AWGN component respectively. Also,

T ~ T
Rkj(r) = fak(t-r)aj(t)dt and Rkj(r) = f ak(t-r)aj(t)dt. Notations bo,k and b-1,k

o T

represent the message bit to be detected and the preceding bit respectively.

The relationship between the power of the direct signal and other reflected signals in the

multipath fading channel has been modeled in a variety of ways. This relationship is

referred to as the Multipath Intensity Profile (MIP) which is defined as the average power

at the output of the channel as a function of path delay [Eft97]. The uniform, the

exponential and the Gaussian MIP has been discussed in the literature [Eng95] [Eft97]. A

measure of the average power of a given path is the second moment of the fading gain

coefficient for that path. In a multipath chaDnel that has the uniform MIP, all signals on

all the propagation paths have the same second moment, that is

E(Plk2) =EUh/) = =EUh/) for a multipath channel that has L paths. In

the multipath channel that has the exponential MIP the second moment of the first

incoming path is related to the second moment of other paths through the relationship

E(Plk2) =E(Plk2)e-8/ with 8 being the decay factor (8 ~O).

Experimental measurements made by Turin [Turn] have shown that the MIP in urban

environment is exponential. Based on this understanding, the exponential MIP will be

used throughout this dissertation.

The channel gain coefficients used in this Chapter are modeled as Nakagami m

distribution variates having the Probability Density Function (PDF) given as

2 mp2m-1 2pep) = m e-(mlD.){J

1(m)Om
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0 2 0 2
where 0 = E[P2

] and m = 2 = 2 2' The variable 0 defines the second
var[(p)] E[(P -0) ]

moment of p. In particular 0nk = E[(Pnk )2]. With our selection of the exponential

multipath intensity profile (MIP), Q nk is related to the signal strength of the first path

by 0nk = Qlke-n5 . In this dissertation, the second moments of the initial path's fading

statistics of all users are modeled to be the same. Therefore we can simply write

0nk = Qle-n5 . Changing the values of m in equation (2.10) can enable us to change

the channel model from a very good channel (with no fading) when m = 00 and to the

worst fading case when m =0.5, the case when m = 1 corresponds to the Rayleigh

fading distribution. Other fading Plodels can be approximated by an appropriate selection

of the parameter m .

2.2.2 Parallel Interference Cancellation Models.

Mathematical representations of the parallel interference cancellation are presented in this

Section. For the total PlC receiver, tentative hard decisions are taken on the decision

statistics of the users' signals in the system. For a given user of interest, tentative

decisions from all other co-located users are used in the estimation of the MAL The

estimate of the MAl after the .r th stage in the multipath fading environment that was

discussed in Section 2.2.1 of this dissertation can be expressed as

(2.11 )

where b6~-I) and b~{kl) represent the tentative bit of user k that correspond to the

present and the immediately past instances respectively.

For the total PlC process, the output of the receiver at the end of the.r th cancellation

stage can be expressed as
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x<'f) =X· - ~ {v(f)}
J J ~ ~J

~=I

(2.12)

For the weighted PlC receIver, the output of the receIver at the end of the f th

cancellation stage can be expressed as

X(f) =X . - A(f) ~ {vCn }
J J L, ~J

~=I

where A(f) is the cancellation weight for the f th cancellation stage.

(2.13)

Finally, the decision statistics at the end of the f th cancellation stage for the partial PlC

receiver can be expressed as

(2.14)

Figures 2.3 to 2.5 show the functional block diagrams of the PlC techniques that are

discussed in this chapter. The multistage implementation of the PlC scheme is presented

in Figure 2.6. In these Figures, R!(lj represents the improved received signal at the end of

the f th cancellation stage for the kth user.
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Rf1(t)

Bank of
RAKE

Receivers.

MAl

Estimation.

VU)
mK

R!(t)

R!(t)

R!(t)

Figure 2.3: Functional Block Diagram of the Total Parallel Interference Cancellation
Receiver.

2.3 Comparison of the Soft Tentative Decision-Based and the Hard

Tentative Decision-Based PlC Receivers.

The objective of this Section is to compare the performances of the PlC receiver that is

based on the hard tentative decision (HD-PIC) with those of the PlC receiver that is based

on the soft tentative decision (SD-PIC). The comparison is carried-out through computer

simulations. The studies are carried-out in the multipath Nakagami fading channel. For

the purpose of the comparison, the bit rate of the system is taken to be 64Kbps.

Performances with varying Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and with changing number of
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Figure 2.4: Functional Block Diagram of the Weighted Parallel Interference Cancellation

Receiver.
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Figure 2.5: Functional Block Diagram of the Partial Parallel Interference Cancellation
Receiver.
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I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I. .

R/(t)R/(t) R/(t)

Figure 2.6: Illustration of the multistage implementation of the PlC receiver.

users are studied. The Signal-to-Noise (SNR) is defined as PT01 • Symbol P represents
No

the transmitted power and this is taken to have the same value for all users. The unit

energy constraint is assumed. Furthermore, simulation results are also presented for the

situation where the channel fading gain and phase shift are erroneously estimated at the

receIver.

Channel estimation techniques could either be Decision Directed (DD), where estimation

is made based on the decision that is made on the received data, or Data Aided (DA) ,

where a pilot signal is transmitted along with the data to aid the estimation process

[Jun98]. In either case there are still some estimation errors that are made. Therefore, the

estimated channel parameters are sums of the actual parameter and the estimation noise.

That is

(2.15)
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~/k =tPlk + D.~/k (2.16)

where D./1 and D.", are errors made in estimating the channel gam and phase
Ik 'flk

respectively In this work, we modeled D./1 and D.", as zero mean Gaussian random. ~ m

variables having variance of (J'2 and (J'2 respectively. This model has been reported to
fJlk ~/k

be valid for both the DA and the DD channel estimation techniques [Fre99][Eng97].

The performance of both the SD-PIC and the HD-PIC were studied through a computer

simulation. A multiuser DS-CDMA system using Gold codes of length 63 was simulated

for various channel parameter estimation errors with 5 active users. The value of the

parameter m in the Nakagami fading channel model is selected as one. This corresponds

to the Rayleigh fading channel model. The transmitting frequency of the active users was

taken to be 2GHz and the mobiles were modeled to be traveling at a velocity of 80Km/h.

Therefore, the maximum Doppler's spread, fm' of the fading channel is l48.l3Hz. The

channel is modeled to be correlated. A MRC Rake receiver using 3 fingers was used both

between cancellation stages and at the front-end of the receiver. The number of

cancellation stages for both the HD-PIC and the SD-PIC detection was 3. We optimized

the estimated MAl by using weighted sum of the estimate for each user for cancellation.

That is xV) =X· -A. .~ {veO}) ) j L. ~) .
~=I

In this comparison, we estimate the optimal cancellation weights through computer

searches and we take the cancellation weights to be constant for all users on all paths at a

given cancellation stage. For the HD-PIC, our optimal cancellation weights are 0.4, 0.7,

and 1 for the first, second and the third stage of cancellation respectively. For the SD

PlC, our optimal cancellation weights are 0.0003,0.0006, and 0.0009 for the first, second

and the third stage of cancellation respectively. The very small fraction of the estimated

MAl that is subtracted from the received signal in the case of the SD-PIC is due to the

over-estimation of the MAl when the soft tentative decision is employed. It was even
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found in [Div98] that the SD-PIC receiver perfonns worse than the RAKE receiver in

some situations.

The simulation results are presented in Figures 2.7 to 2.12. We use notation like SD-PIC3

to represent the third stage of SD-PIC cancellation and so on. Figure 2.7 compares the

BER perfonnance of the lID-PlC and the SD-PIC with variation in SNR in a frequency

selective fading channel when the variance of the channel gain estimation error is 0.06.

The lID-PlC is observed to have a better perfonnance than the SD-PIC. Our remaining

simulation results are presented at 21 dB SNR with variation in the variance of the

channel estimation errors. From Figures 2.8 and 2.9, it is observed that although the HD

PlC has a better BER perfonnance than the SD-PIC, (as also earlier noted for the additive

white Gaussian noise channel in [Bue99]), the HD-PIC is more sensitive to both the

channel gain and phase estimation error than the SD-PIC. However, there is more to be

gained in using the HD-PIC receiver as long as accurate estimations of the channel gain

and phase responses are obtained.

Figure 2.10 illustrates that the two PlC schemes are more sensitive to gain estimation

errors than to phase estimation errors. From Figures 2.11 and 2.12 we observe that the

sensitivity of the PlC schemes to channel estimation errors increases with increasing

stages of cancellation as will be expected since the decision statistics at a cancellation

stage are dependent on those of the previous stages. This way the unreliability of the

decision made at previous stages is propagated to subsequent stages. With channel gain

estimation error, the perfonnance of the third stage of HD-PIC fell below that of its

second stage when the variance of the estimation error was about 0.09. The same

observation was made in the case of the SD-PIC at the variance of 0.14

The perfonnance of PlC schemes in a fading channel was evaluated. The perfonnance of

the lID-PlC was observed to be better than that of the SD-PIC even with channel

parameter estimation errors. The PlC schemes are more sensitive to channel gain

estimation error than they are to channel phase estimation error.
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2.4 Performance Analysis.

We will use the Gaussian Approximation (GA) method in this section to analyse the

performances of the total and weighted PlC receivers in a multipath fading channel. It is

assumed that all users are transmitting at the same power. Random spreading codes are

used by all the users. The scenario that is considered in this section corresponds to the

single cell situation in a cellular communication system. The single cell scenario is

considered because the PlC receiver assumes knowledge of the spreading code of the

interfering users. Therefore, it is not possible for the PlC receiver to estimate the out-of

cell interference.

2.4.1 Initial Stage.

By initial stage we refer to the output of the RAKE receiver before any form of

interference cancellation. The BER performance at this stage can be analysed by the

usual GA method where the conditional BER (conditioned on the channel gain

coefficient of the desired user) is given as:

p(j) =Q (2.17)

M
where a/ = L {var(Vk]+var[Wk]+var[1]~]}. Q[x] is the Q-function of x defined as

~=1

( :2/ )1 ,,/2 -X/
2

:' 2
Q[x] =- f e 2 sm e de for x >0. The notation var[Y] stands for the variance of

7r 0

the random variable Y. Expressions for var(Vj~], var[Wk ] and var[1]~]were derived in

[Eng95] and [Eft97]. For systems with random spreading sequences we have:
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T2(R )2 K .
_P-,,';..::....}- "R (L 8Y")

6N
~ kq , ""1

k=1
k,*-}

(2.18)

T2 ( R )20
[w J P;} 1 p.[ (L 5:)-1]var i; = 4N .I q ,u

and

(2.19)

(2.20)

L 1-e-LO

where q(L,8) = L e-h5 = -6
1=1 1- e

For simplicity from hereon, we assume an equal transmitted power for all the users, that

is Pk = P for all 1~ k ~ K . Therefore,

1 M 2
Let us define a parameter S as S =- L (j3;}) then,

01 ;=1

M 2

2: Ui; 1
-,,--;=_1--:-_= S[2(K -1)q(L,8)+[q(L,8)-l]+~]-

2a"T2 3N N 0IPT

= S r(j)
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and the conditional bit error probabilitY can be expressed as p(j) = Q [JS y(j) ]. The

average error probability of the initial stage, p(j), for user j is then obtained by taking

the expectation of Q[JS y(j)] with respect to the PDF of S. The average BER is

00

p(j) = fp(j)P(S)dS where peS) for equal'£ on all the combining fingers is

o °

(2.23)

M
where mT = L mi

i=1
=m

q(M,t5)2

q(M,2t5)

M
, 0T =L 0i =q(M,t5).

i=1

Consequently, it is straightforward to show that (see Appendix A)

where / = y Q T

2mT

2.4.2 Total PlC.

(2.24)

The decision statistics at the end of the f th stage of a total PlC receiver can be expressed

as
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where vItal[f] =Vx - v idf] . Also, the variance of the residual MAl component of

the fth stage can be shown to be var[VItal[f]] =(4Q[~y[f -l]q(8,M) J)var[Vi~J.
(See Appendix B). This new expression for the residual MAl is found to be more

accurate than those that are presented in [Yoo93] and [Hui98] where the variance was

given as var [vItal [f] ] =4p(j)[f -1] var [VX J. This is shown in Appendix B.

Therefore,

yTotal[f] = [2(K -1)q(L,8)(4Q[~y[f -1]q(8,M) J)+[q(L,8)-1] +~]-1 (2.26)

3N N n1PT

With an assumption of perfect channel gain estimation, the average BER for the total PlC

receiver can therefore be expressed as

(2.27)

Total[f] n
where y/ [f] = y TTotal 2

mT

2.4.3 Weighted PlC.

The decision statistics at the end of the f th stage of a weighted PlC receiver can be

expressed as

x - ~ {u vWeighted[f] }i - L.. X + i~ + Wi~ + N~
C;=1
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" ,

where vZeighted[f] = Vj~ - Af v j~[f]. Also, the variance of the residual MAl

component of the I th stage can be shown to be

var [vzeighted [f]] =((}'r _1)2 +4AfQ[~yWeighted[f-1]q(M,c5) ])var[vj~ ] therefore

. [2(K_l)q(L'c5)((Ar-I)2+4~rQ[~yweighted[f-l]q(M'c5)J) [q(L,c5)-l] No ]-1
Welghted[/]_ + +--

Y - 3N N ntPT

(2.29)

With an assumption ofperfect channel gain estimation, the average BER for the weighted

PlC receiver can therefore be expressed as

(j) _ 1 2
J

sin2mrBdB
p -- 2 / m

IT 0 (sin B+ YWeighted [I]) r

I yWeighted [t'] nrwhere YWeighted[f] =.:..------=-~~
2mr

(2.30)

2.5 Optimal Weights Determination for the Weighted PlC Receiver.

To avoid an arbitrary selection of the cancellation weights in the weighted PlC receiver,

it is expedient to determine expressions for the values of the weights that will produce

optimum performance with changing channel parameters and system loading. In this

Section therefore, we used the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) criterion to

determine these optimal weights. The procedure is to minimize the mean square error at a

given stage for each of the receivers with respect to the cancellation weights.

The received baseband signal is given by
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K L
r(t) = I ~2Pk IfJlkQk(t-rlk)bk(t-rlk)cos(lflk)+n(t)

k=1 1=1

(2.31)

At the / th cancellation stage, the estimate of the received signal will be

(2.32)
K MOL A

rr(t) = L "\j 2Pk L fJlkQk (t - rlk )bk,f-I (t - rlk )COS(lflk)
k=1 1=1

where bk,f-I(t-rlk) is the estimate of bk(t-rlk) at the end of the (/ _lyh stage. We,

therefore, need to obtain the value of cancellation weights that minimizes the mean

square error between the original received signal and its estimate. That is,

minE[(r(t) - Afrf(t»2]. The optimal weight can then be obtained by differentiating
Af

E[(r(t)-A.rrf(t»2] with respect to Af and equating the differential to zero, that

conditioned on theTherefore, Aopt =E[r(t)rr(t)] , ButE[(r (t»2] =K01q(L,o)
f E[(rf(t»2] .f 8

, A 2 K01q(L,O)(1-2Q[~r[f -1]q(M,o) J)
message bIt and E[(rj'(t» ] = also conditioned

. 8

on the message bit. Therefore

(2.33)

for any given cancellation stage / .
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2.6 Discussion of Numerical Results.

In this Section, we determine the accuracy of the analytical models that are presented in

this Chapter by comparing them with results that are obtained through computer

simulations. We then used the analytical models in determining the effects of changes in

channel parameters on the performances of the PlC receivers. For computer simulations

we define the SNR as 0.1PT . The unit energy constraint is applied in all the computer
No

simulations.

2.6.1 PlC receivers with no channel estimation error.

We begin by determining the accuracy of the analytical models that are developed for

the conventional RAKE receiver, the total PlC receivers and the weighted PlC receivers.

Figure 2.13 compares analytical results using equation (2.24) that is developed in this

dissertation and simulation results for the RAKE reception stage. For various numbers of

users and processing gains, the number of multipath is three and the MIP decay factor is

taken as 0.2. High degrees of agreement could be observed. This shows the accuracy of

the analytical model. Figures 2.14 and 2.15 compare analytical results and simulation

results for two stages of the total PlC receiver. The processing gain is 15 and the number

of users in the system is 10. The exponential MIP decay factor is taken to be 0.2. This is

typical of the urban mobile communication system [Row98]. It can be seen that the

proposed analytical model is accurate for the PlC receivers. In Figure 2.14 for instance,

the model that is proposed in this Chapter is labeled as "Total PIC-l (Ana)" and "Total

PIC-2 (Ana)" for the first and the second cancellation stages respectively. The model that

has been reported in the literature is labeled as "Total PIC-l (Old Ana)" and "Total PIC-2

(Old Ana)" for the first and the second cancellation stages respectively. It can be

observed that the model that is developed in this work has better agreement with

simulation results (labeled as "Total PIC-l (Sim)" and "Total PIC-2 (Sim)" for the first

and the second cancellation stages respectively). This is further articulated in appendix B.

Figures 2.16 and 2.17 compare the analytical and simulation results for the weighted PlC

receIver.
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Figure 2.13: BER results to show the accuracy of the proposed analytical model for the
RAKE receiver.
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Figure 2.14: BER vs SNR for RAKE receiver and the total PlC receiver. L=3, M=3,m=1,
8=0.2, k=10, N=15.
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Figure 2.15: BER vs SNR for RAKE receiver and the total PlC receiver. L=5, M=5, m=l,
0=0.2, k=10, N=15.
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Figure 2.16: BER vs SNR for RAKE receiver and the first stage of weighted PlC
receiver. L=3, M=3,m=1, 0=0.2, k=10, N=15. Cancellation weight = 0.7.
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Figure 2.17: HER vs SNR for RAKE receiver and the Jwo stages ofweighted PlC
receiver. L=3, M=3,m=1, 8=0.2, 1<=10, N=15. Cancellation weight = 0.7.

2.6.3 Weighted PlC receiver with optimal cancellation weights.

In this Section we present results for the weighted PlC receiver using various cancellation

weights and compare those results with the result obtained using the optimal cancellation

weights. HER performances for various channel fading conditions and cancellation

weights are presented. The objective of the Section is to determine effects of using the

optimal cancellation weights as opposed to selecting the cancellation weights arbitrarily.

In Figure 2.18 we show error rate results for the weighted PlC receiver in the multipath

fading channel with three propagation paths. The m parameter for the Nakagami fading

channel is taken to be 0.75. It will be observed that the receiver that uses the optimum

cancellation weight has the best performances. The need for cancellation weight selection

is obvious with the un-predictable manner in which the error rate performances of the

weighted PlC receiver changes with various arbitrarily selected cancellation weights. A

method for selecting cancellation weights that are as close to the optimum weight as
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much as possible is by the use of an adaptive algorithm. This is the subject of discussion

in the next Chapter.

1.00E+00 ,----;======;===;,=;:=====;1
-Optimum Weight
__Weight =0.1, 0.3, 0.5
• - c- • Weight =0.2, 0.3, 0.5
__Weight =0.5. 0.7.0.9

1.00E-OJ -tL--------------"4

I .00E-02 -l---~--'="'............_.~ImZlHlDDIlIIIIXDIDCIl__.

o 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48
SNR(dB)

Figure 2.18: BER vs SNR for three stages of weighted PlC receiver. L=3, M=3,m=O.75,
0=0.2, k=JO, N=15.

2.7 Conclusions.

This chapter began with a detailed description of PlC receiver types that have been

proposed in the literature. A motivation was also made for the need to investigate the

performance of these receivers in the Nakagami multipath fading channel with

exponential MIP. The SD-PIC and the HD-PIC receiver types were also introduced.

The HD-PIC receiver was shown to have better BER performance when compared with

the SD-PIC receiver. The additional hard decision devices can introduce some delay in

the HD-PIC system but the capacity gain of the HD-PIC receiver over the SD-PIC

receiver justifies the use of the tentative decision devices.

An accurate analytical model for the evaluation of the BER of the MRC-based RAKE

receiver for the DS-CDMA system in the Nakagami multipath fading channel was

presented in this channel. The developed model is based on the Gaussian approximation

method. The Gaussian approximation approach is accurate in the multipath fading
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channel and the Gaussian assumption becomes more accurate with increase in the number

of RAKE fingers. The level of the accuracy of the model shows that the model is useful

for CDMA system design. Analytical models were also presented for the BER evaluation

of the total and the weighted PlC receivers. It was observed that the models that are

developed in this work for the total and the weighted PlC receivers have better agreement

with simulation results than models that are already proposed in the literature.

The optimal cancellation weight for the weighted PlC receiver was also determined. The

observation that the weight selected based on the MMSE criterion gives optimal BER

performance in the weighted PlC receiver is a motivation for the need to adaptively

estimate the cancellation weight as the channel condition changes. Adaptive PlC receiver

is the subject of discussion in Chapter 3.

Finally the substantial capacity gam of the PlC receIvers over the ordinary RAKE

receiver is seen in many of the results that were presented in this chapter. This definitely

explains the wide acceptance ofPlC receivers in the wireless communication community.
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Chapter 3

Adaptive Parallel Interference Cancellation Receivers for DS

CDMA.

3.1 Introduction.

It was observed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation that the selection of optimal cancellation

weights for the weighted PlC receiver is necessary in order to have the best possible

receiver performance for any channel condition or for any level of system loading. There

is, therefore, a need to have a method of selecting the optimal weights in a way that

adapts to changes in channel conditions and system parameter variations. This is the

subject of this Chapter.

The use of adaptive algorithms for parameter estimation is a well established field of

knowledge [Din97]. There are also many adaptive algorithm types that have been

developed and well researched. A good overview of adaptive algorithms can be found in

[HayO I]. Our main activity in this Chapter will be to adopt one of the existing adaptive

algorithms for PlC reception. The selection of the appropriate algorithm shall be based on

its suitability for the wireless communication scenario and its peculiar characteristics.

Any adaptive algorithm that is used for any purpose in wireless communication will have

to consider power consumption and computational complexity as these are the major

constraints.

For the PlC receiver, the adaptive algorithm that should be selected should not have a

high computational overhead so as not to negate one of the reasons why PlC receivers are

very attractive; their low computational complexity. At the same time, such algorithms
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should still be able to estimate the receiver parameter reliably. One adaptive algorithm

that seems to meet this requirement is the Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm.

The Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm has been used for the estimation of the

cancellation weights for the weighted PlC receiver in [Xue99][WanOI]. The LMS

algorithm was selected in these works because of its low computational complexity. This

is desirable in wireless systems design where low power consumption, which is related to

the computational overhead of algorithms, is very important. We will be using the LMS

algorithm in our work for the same reasons. In previous works in [Xue99]and [WanOI]

only simulation results are presented. Our focus in this Chapter will therefore be to

present analytical models for the performance analysis of the adaptive weighted PlC

receIver.

Our analysis of the adaptive PlC receiver will be to perform the BER evaluation for the

receivers when the adaptive algorithm has reached the steady-state situation. In steady

state there will be some noise in the estimation which can be quantified by the excess

mean square error. We present expressions for the excess mean square error of the

adaptive receiver and presented the effects of the error on the BER performances of the

receIver.

The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 gives the LMS

implementation of the adaptive PlC receiver. Error rate performance analysis of the

adaptive receiver is presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 concludes the Chapter.

3.2 LMS implementation of adaptive PlC receiver.

The system that is considered in this chapter is also the asynchronous DS-CDMA system

in a multipath fading channel. The fading variates are taken to have the Nakagami

distribution. Therefore, in order to avoid repetitions, the channel and system models that
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are presented in Chapter 2 are also used in this Chapter. We will use the system model

of [Xue99] in the implementation of LMS-based weighted PlC receiver. In [Xue99] the

received signal is sampled at the chip rate before using it in the LMS algorithm. The

sampled received signal can therefore be written as

K L
R(n) = I ~2Pk IfJlkQk(n)bk(n)cos(lf/lk)+B(n)

k=1 1=1

(3.1)

where Qk(n) and bk(n) represents the sampled version of the spreading sequence and

the message bits respectively. Notation B(n) represents the sampled version of the

AWGN. The sampled version of the estimated received signal can also be written as

(3.2)

The error in the estimation of the received signal at the f th stage is therefore

(3.3)

The cancellation weight adaptation by the normalized LMS algorithm can be expressed

as

2/-iej(n)Xr(n)
J..((n+l)=J.. (n)+ .

. .r IIX j(n)11
2 (3.4)

where X j (n) is the input vector to the LMS algorithm at instance n and stage f.

Notation Jl represents the step size of the adaptive algorithm. The k th component of

Xj(n) can be expressed as
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L .
X}(n) = L ~2Pk fJlkQk(n)bk,f -1 (n)COs(\f1k )

1=1

(3.5)

Notation Aj(n) is the weight vector of the LMS algorithm at instance n and stage! .

The k th component of Aj (n) can be represented as Ajk (n). The normalized LMS

algorithm is employed in order to have a faster convergence [Din97]. For each bit,

Ajk (N -1) is then used as the cancellation weight. Therefore, the new expression for the

residual MAl will be:

1\

v~daPtive[f]=Vi~ - Ajk(N -1) Vid!] (3.6)

and the more reliable decision on the signal of the user of interest will be sgn [ X)/} ]

where

XU) = ~ {u .+ v:Idaptive[!] + W . + n }
.J L, ~J J~ ~J '/~

~=l

3.3 Error Rate Performance of the Adaptive PlC Receiver.

(3.7)

Cancellation weights estimated by the LMS algorithm tend to converge to the optimal

value. Despite the fact that the algorithm converges to the optimum value on an average,

there are instantaneous deviations which can be quantified as f1Ark (n ) = Ark (n) - Arkopt .

Notation Arkopt represents the optimum cancellation weight. We can model this noise

term as a Gaussian noise of zero mean and variance of a} [Din97] [Ber96a] [Ber96b].

By using an approach that is similar to the one that is presented in [Din97], the variance

of the noise term can be computed. Determination of the excess mean square error in
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LMS algorithm is well documented in· [Din97]. It was shown in [Din97] that the excess

of mean square error for the LMS algorithm at steady state will be~exc ~ p(K-l)a;a;

where K is the number of stages and a; is the variance of the input to the LMS

algorithm. When applied specifically to the LMS-based PlC receiver we have

(3.8)

2 N
where an =--..lL (as applied to the system model that is presented in this Chapter) and

2

a; is the variance of the input to the LMS algorithm which is obtained by taking the

second moment of (3.5) and can be given as

(3.9)

p is the step size of the classical LMS algorithm (without normalization). With the

normalized LMS algorithm that is presented in this Chapter, then pt = P which

IIXj(n)II
2

is a random variable. Therefore the expectation of f../ shall be used in equation (3.8).

The expectation of p' then is

Hence,

2 _ ;: _ "-p....:....(K_-~l)_N~o
a;t -':>exc--

2K
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Equation (3.12) shows the relationship between the excess of mean square error and the

step size of the adaptive algorithm. It can be seen that the step size should be selected as

small as possible in order to minimize the value of the excess of mean square error. A

tradeoff will have to be reached though on the selection of the value of the step size

because if a very small value is selected, the algorithm will converge very slowly.

The vanance of the residual MAl component, Vj~dap1ive[f], can be determined as

follows.

var[Vi~daPti"[f]] = (1- 2E[Afb~:,-I) ] +E[Af' (b~:,-I)t]J var[Vi<J

+-2E[b~:,-I)NAfJ+E[(66:'-ll )']var[A/]Jvar[vi<J

= (1-2E[ b~:'-I) h,faPt) +E[(bW l t](ui +(Ajk(aPI»)')Jvar[vi<J

+-2E[bWl ]Ajk(aPI) +E[(b~:'-I) )'](0"1 +(Ajk(aPll )' )Jvar[vi<J

=(1- 2Ai1 (1- 2Q[ JrAdap1ive[f -I]q(e5,M) ])+0-1+ (Aj1)2 )var[vj~]

(3.13)

where

(K -1)q(L,O{1- 2A;1 (1- 2Q[ JrAdap1ive[j -1]q(e5,M) } + 0-1 + (A;')2) -1

6N

(3.14)

for the situation where we incorporate the cancellation weight estimation error term.

The expression for the BER of the adaptive PlC receiver will, therefore, be given as:
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7!

(j) 1 2
J

sin2mr8d8
P =- . 28 / [f])mr

7r 0 (Slll + r Adaptive

/ rAdaptive[l] Or
where r Adaptive[f] =-'----~.::--~

2mr

(3.15)

The analytical model that is presented in this Chapter is compared with results that are

obtained through computer simulations in order to determine the accuracy of the

analytical models. The processing gain for the system is selected as 63. This value of the

processing gain is selected because we found that convergence of the LMS algorithm is

difficult to achieve at the lower value of processing gain, like the processing gain of 15

that was used in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. We suspect that the processing gain of 63

was used in [Xue99] for the same reason. The step-size for the adaptive algorithm is

selected as 1E-2. Random spreading sequences are used for data spreading. The receiver

is investigated in the Nakagami multipath fading channel.

Figure 3.1 compares the BER results that are obtained from the developed analytical

model and the results that are obtained through computer simulations for a single stage

adaptive PlC receiver. The number of active users is 10. The number of multipath is three

and the decay factor for the exponential MIP is 0.2. The unit energy constraint is

enforced. It could be observed that BER results that are obtained through the use of the

developed model are close to results that are obtained through computer simulations.

In Figure 3.2 BER results that are obtained from the developed analytical model and the

results that are obtained through computer simulations for a two stage adaptive PlC

receiver are compared. The number of active users is 30. The number of multipath is

three and the decay factor for the exponential MIP is 0.2. The unit energy constraint is

also enforced. It can be seen that BER results that are obtained through the use of the

developed model are close to results that are obtained through computer simulations.
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3.4 Conclusion.

This chapter started with a discussion on the need to use a low complexity algorithm to

adaptively estimate the optimal cancellation weights for the weighted PlC receiver with

changes in channel parameters. The LMS algorithm was then motivated as an appropriate

algorithm for the wireless communication scenario. The LMS-PIC receiver's model was

then presented.

An analytical expression for the BER analysis of the LMS-based adaptive PlC receiver

was then presented. Effects of the selection of the appropriate step-size for the adaptive

receiver were also studied. The excess mean square noise was shown to be a function of

the step-size and some other receiver and system parameters. In system design of

adaptive PlC receivers, the selection of the appropriate step-size for conditions under

which the receiver will be operating could be achieved by using equation (3-11) for the

excess mean square noise that is presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 4

Convergence Analysis of Iterative Interference Cancellation

Receivers for Turbo-Coded DS-CDMA Systems

4.1 Introduction

Turbo codes are a class of error correcting codes that are generated from the parallel

concatenation of two or more Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) codes [Ber93].

Turbo codes have performances that are very close to the Shannon limit. The good

performances of turbo codes at very low values of signal to noise ratio have made them

very popular and the subject of very active research in the communication industry. A

short but comprehensive overview of turbo codes and the concept of iterative decoding is

given in [Rya].

Error correction alone cannot militate against the effects of the multiple access

interference. There is the need to combine error correction and multiuser detection in an

efficient manner. Multiuser detection and error correction could be combined in a

partitioned format (in which the multiuser detection function is performed first and then

followed by error correction) or in the integrated manner (in which the error correction

and the multiuser detection functiona1ities are performed in the same "unit").

Combinations of many multiuser detection techniques and error correction in the

partitioned manner have been presented in the literature. The Minimum Mean Square

Error (MMSE) multiuser detector was combined with the convolutional decoder in

[FoeOO] and with the turbo decoder in [Tan01]. The parallel interference cancellation

receiver was combined in the partitioned manner with the serially concatenated

convolutional code in [ShiO1]. However, the combination of multiuser detection and the
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error correction functionalities in the integrated manner has the potential for better

performance and provides the possibility of exchange of soft information.

The iterative decoding concept [Hag97] provides the possibility of designing integrated

error correcting and multiuser detection schemes in which information is exchanged and

improved upon from one iteration to the other. This type of receiver architecture is often

referred to as iterative multiuser detection. Figure 4.1 illustrates the concept of iterative

multiuser detection. In this figure, the information at the output of the turbo decoder for

each user's system (UI, U2, , UK) are fed back into an multi-user detection unit.

Using this information and the knowledge of the spreading codes of each user, the multi

user detection unit estimates and improved channel information for the turbo decoder in

the next decoding iteration. This process continues for as many numbers of iterations as it

is desired. Many types of multiuser detectors have been combined in an iterative manner

with error correction. Examples of the use of the MMSE, the decorrelating, the MAl

whitening and the parallel interference cancellation receivers in iterative multiuser

detection can be found in [GamOO][HsuOl][WuOl][MarOlb].

Iterative interference cancellers were proposed in [Ale98] for the convolutionally coded

DS-CDMA system. Performances of the receiver in different systems has been

extensively studied through computer simulations for the AWGN channel in [Moh99]

[Ker99][WuOl]. In this Chapter, we shall be investigating the behaviour of the iterative

interference cancellation receivers in the turbo-coded DS-CDMA systems. Our focus

shall be on the convergence analysis of the receivers. We shall be proposing a

methodology for the convergence analysis of the iterative interference cancellation

receivers. Our method is based on the Gaussian approximation technique of [GamOl]. In

the proposed method, analytical expressions for the SNR transfer function of the

interference cancellation stage of the receiver is presented. This is in contrast to the semi

analytical approach that was used in [ShiOI] to determine the "variance transfer function"

of the interference cancellation stage. In the approach of [ShiOI], the relationship

between the variance of the signal at the input of the interference cancellation unit and at

the output of the interference cancellation unit are evaluated by using Gaussian variates
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as input to the interference cancellation unit. The variance transfer function is then

evaluated by taking the ratio of the variance of the Gaussian variates at the output of the

interference cancellation unit and at the input of the interference cancellation unit.

The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives an overview of the

Gaussian approximation approach for the analysis of turbo decoders. Performance of the

iterative interference cancellation receiver for turbo-coded DS-CDMA systems is

investigated through computer simulations in Section 4.3. The convergence analysis of

the iterative interference cancellation receiver is presented in Section 4.4. Section 4.5

concludes the Chapter.
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Figure 4.1: Iterative Multiuser Detector for Turbo Coded Systems.

4.2 Gaussian Approximation method for the analysis of Turbo

Decoders.

There has been some work on the determination of the convergence behaviour of iterative

decoders in recent times. The authors of [RicO1] used the density evolution approach to

determine the convergence behaviour of Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes. In

[Div01a], [Div01b] and [Gam01] the Gaussian approximation approach (based on the
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measure of the signal-to-noise ratio) was used. The author of [BriO1] used an approach

that is based on the measure of the mutual information.

The density evolution approach involves the computation of density functions as they

evolve from one iteration to the next [GamOl]. The Gaussian approximation approach is

based on the discovery by Wiberg that the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the

extrinsic information of the turbo decoder is Gaussian [Wib96]. It was also shown in

[DivO Ib] that the PDF of the extrinsic information approximates more to the Gaussian

distribution function as the number of iterations increases. In the mutual information

approach the mutual information between the extrinsic information and the transmitted

bit is computed from one iteration to the next.

In this work, we shall use the Gaussian approximation approach based on the SNR

measure. We select this approach because of its simplicity. Despite the level of

simplicity, results that are amazingly accurate can be obtained by using the Gaussian

approximation method

There are two choices for modeling the Gaussian variate. One approach is to determine

the mean and the variance of the extrinsic information and then use the determined

parameters in modeling the Gaussian variate. The second approach is to use the mean

only, assuming that the variate is both Gaussian and consistent, the variance can be

determined as two times the mean [DivOla], [DivOlb], [BriOl]. The second approach has

been found to be more accurate than the first approach [BriO I]. In the AWGN channel the

intrinsic information and the extrinsic information to the turbo decoder at the input are

independently Gaussian [GamOI] and the BER at the output of the decoder can therefore

be computed as Q[2SNRtotal], where SNRtotal is the sum SNR of the intrinsic and the

extrinsic information.
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4.2.1. Dynamic Model of Turbo Decoding

The turbo decoder can be viewed as a density propagating unit in which the parameters of

the density function of the extrinsic information changes from one iteration to the next

[Mce98]. Since the extrinsic information is Gaussian, a parameter that could be

monitored is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the extrinsic information. The ratio relates

the mean of the extrinsic information to the variance of the extrinsic information.

For each of the component decoders of the turbo decoder, there is a non-linear function

that relates the SNR of the extrinsic information at the input to the extrinsic information

at the output of the decoder [DivOla][DivOlb][GamOl]. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2

for each of the component decoders. Following the convention of [DivOla] we represent

the SNR transfer functions as G1 and G2. Apart from depending on the SNR of the

extrinsic information at the input of the decoder, G1 and G2 also depend on the SNR of

the channel information. For the sake of clarity, we shall make the following parameter

definitions: Let SNRin,1 and SNRin ,2 represent the signal-to-noise ratio of the extrinsic

information at the input of the first and second decoders respectively. Let SNRlUl,l and

SNRout,2 represent the SNR of the extrinsic information at the output of the first and the

second decoders respectively. Let SNR:hn represent the signal-to-noise ratio of the

channel information. Let (SNRchn)db represent the value of SNR:hn in dB.

The functions G 1 and G2 can be evaluated through computer simulation by using the

Monte Carlo method. The Gaussian assumption about the extrinsic information becomes

more valid with longer framelength. For symmetric turbo codes, the functions G1 and G2
are identical.
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Figure 4.2: The nonlinear dynamic model of the turbo decoder.

Since the extrinsic information at the output of the first decoder becomes the a prior

information for the second MAP decoder, the SNR of the extrinsic information are traced

from the transfer function curve of the first decoder to the transfer function curve of the

second decoder. The evolution of the SNR of the extrinsic information is traced as the

iteration increases.

The density evolution approach has been used to explain some behaviour of the turbo

decoder in the literature. The role of the systematic bits, the role of the RSC codes, the

role of the primitive polynomial and the role of the state complexity were explained in

[DivO 1a] and [DivO 1b]. The transmitted signal to noise ratio at which there will be

convergence was determined in [GamOl] [DivOla] and in many other works by using the

SNR transfer function curves of the decoders. The Gaussian approximation technique is,

therefore, very useful in code selection and in convergence analysis.
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The "noise figure" of the decoder is used in the convergence analysis of the turbo

decoder. The noise figure can be defmed as the ratio of the SNR of the extrinsic

infonnation at the input of the decoder to the SNR of the extrinsic infonnation at the

output of the decoder [DivO 1a]. This is computed from one iteration to the other. Since

the SNR of the extrinsic infonnation at the input side of the decoder will initially be zero,

the noise figure will start from zero and increase at subsequent iterations. The decoder

will not converge for any transmitted SNR at which the noise figure of the decoder gets

to one. Any SNR for which the noise figure is just below one will be the value at which

the decoder will converge.

4.2.2. Convergence Analysis of Turbo coded DS-CDMA Systems.

The procedure that was presented in Section 4.2.1 is used to explain the convergence

analysis of the turbo-coded DS-CDMA system in this sub-section. We shall begin with

the definition of the system model of the DS-CDMA system.

Let us consider a turbo coded asynchronous BPSK modulated DS-CDMA system in an

AWON channel. The received signal at the receiver in a multiuser system will be

K
r(t) = I J2Pak(t)bk(t)cos(av + ~k) + n(t)

k=1
(4.1)

where K represents the total number of active users, P represents the transmitted power

of each active user, ak(t) represents the spreading code's wavefonn of user k, bk(t)

represents the message wavefonn of user k. Notation ~k represents the phase shift of the

signal of user k and net) represents the AWON that has a power spectral density (PSD)

of No.
2

If user j is taken as the user of interest, the signal at the output of a matched filter that is

matched to the spreading code of user j can be expressed as
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(4.2)

r ~
where Rab(T) = faa(t-T)ab(t)dt and Rab(T) = f aa(t-T)ab(t)dt. Notations<pjk and

o r

T jk represent the phase shift and delay respectively between the signals of user j and

user k. Notation T represents the message bit duration of the user of interest. Notation

b k,o denotes the transmitted coded bit of user k at the current instance and bk,-l

denotes the transmitted coded bit of user k at the immediately previous instance.

It is well understood that U i can be modeled as a Gaussian random variate with a mean

value of .JPT and a variance of (K -l)PT + No [Ju102]. The mean and the variance are
3N 2

computed, conditioned on the transmitted message bit. The SNR of Uj that is seen by the

turbo decoder will therefore be

SNR = PT
chn (PT(K -1) + No)

3N 2

and in decibel as

(SNR ) - 1010 [ PT ]
ch, db - glo (PT~~-1) + ~o )

4-9
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In the convergence analysis of the· turbo coded DS-CDMA system the iteration

trajectories will be traced on the SNR transfer function curve that correspond to the SNR

as calculated with equation (4.4).The signal to noise ratio is not PT as is the case with
No

the narrowband system.

4.3 Error Rate Performances of Iterative Interference Cancellation

Receivers.

The iterative interference cancellation for a turbo coded system is illustrated in Figure

4.3. The output of the matched filter is received by the decoders. The multiple access

interference cancellation is carried out through the subtraction of the estimate of the MAl

from the received signal as shown in the Figure 4.3. The improved received signal then

goes to the matched filter and subsequently the turbo decoder. The estimation of the MAl

is made by adding the re-spread version of the detected message bits of all the other users

in the channel (apart from user i) together.

The iterative interference cancellation receIver was proposed in [Ale98] for the

convolutionally coded DS-CDMA system. In this receiver, the estimated MAl is

subtracted directly from the received signal of the user of interest as is illustrated in

Figure 4.3. This receiver is essentially the iterative combination of the parallel

interference cancellation receiver that was discussed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation and

the turbo decoder. Perfonnance of the receiver have been investigated in [Ker99]

[Moh99] [Ale98] for the convolutionally coded system. In this sub-Section we shall

present simulation results on the performance of the iterative interference cancellation

receiver for turbo coded DS-CDMA systems.
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Figure 4.3: Functional block diagram of the iterative interference cancellation receiver.

For the simulation, at the transmitter we have the message bits encoded by a turbo

encoder that is a constituted by two (1,5/7) RSC codes that are separated by a random

iterative. The notation that is used in this thesis to represent the constituent encoders is (1,

G,/Go), where Go is the feedback polynomial and G) is the feedforward polynomial. The

processing gain of the DS-CDMA system is 15 and we have 10 active users.

Figure 4.4 illustrates performances of the iterative interference cancellation receiver with

variations in the number of iterations. When compared with the turbo decoder without

interference cancellation, a high level of error rate performance improvement is obtained.

It should be noted though that the performance of the iterative interference cancellation

receiver will not converge to the single user performance. This is because the residual

interference cannot be totally removed from the received signal [Hon99].
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4.4 Convergence Analysis.

It could be observed that the value of the SNR:hn as presented in equation (4.3) depends

on the number of active users that are on the common channel. Therefore, the SNR:hn that

will be seen by the turbo decoder will change as the number ofusers changes.

l.E+OO -...---------------------,

...

l.E-OI

1.E-02 +------~-_A_------------l

~
r.J
=:l 1.E-03 _1 --'~--__'_<_------1

..
1.E-04 +-------------------'--------1

, --.-Iterative le (1 Iteration)
, - - ••. Iterative IC (5 Iterations)
; __Turbo Code (1 Iteration) I

- . ¥, - . Turbo Code (5 Iterations) I
--Single User !

1.E-05 -+---------,----,--------,------1

o 0.5 l.5 2
SNR(dB)

2.5 3 3.5

Figure 4.4: Error rate performances of the iterative interference cancellation receiver.
Framelength=200.
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(4.5)

With the interference cancellation operation included, the output of the matched filter at

the f th iteration becomes:

Vj,f = .jPTbo,j + f: H{(b_l,k -b~{I/))Rkj(Tk-Tj)+(bO,k -ba~-I))Rkj(Tk-Tj)}cOS(lfk -If)
k=1
k*.J

+ rn(t).jta j(t-Tj)cos(olc!)dt
o

Where b~f -k l ) and bo({-I) are the estimate bit for user K after the (f -1) th iteration at
I, ,

the present and the immediately past instances respectively. The variance of Vj,f will

4PTQ(SNR~~n )(K -1) N
then be + -2... The signal to nOIse ratio of the channel

. 3N 2

information at the f th iteration will therefore be

SNR~hn = [ (PT) J4PTQ SNR~~n (K -1) + No

3N 2

(4.6)

The expression for the SNRehn in equation (4.6) depends on the number of users and the

iterations.

The iterative schedule for the iterative interference cancellation receiver will be as

illustrated in Figure 4.5 for three iterations for a turbo coded DS-CDMA that has a

processing gain of 15 and 10 users. The turbo code is constructed from RSC code (1,5/7).

This Figure illustrates the variation in SNRchn from iteration to iteration. Different curves

that are equivalent to different SNRehn values are used in each of the three iteration. This

is unlike in the case of a system with no interference cancellation where SNRehn remains
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constant throughout the decoding operation. The SNR of the a posteriori information at

the output of the turbo decoder can, therefore, be expressed as

_ (I) (2)
SNRaposteriori - SNRchn + SNRout + SNRout (4.7)

This procedure is repeated for the number of iterations required. The accuracy of this

measure is checked by computing the BER of the a posteriori information is computed as

Q(SNRaposteriori)' Where the function Q(.) is the Q- Function. The results obtained

are then compared through computer simulations, some of such results are presented in

Figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 for a turbo coded DS-eDMA systems with the components RSC

codes (1,517). The PG is 15 and the number of users is 10.

For the convergence analysis we have a DS-eDMA system that has a PG of 15. The

number of users is 10 and the component codes for the turbo encoder are the RSC code

(1,517). The noise figure of the turbo decoder is determined for (PT] ofOdB to
No dB
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Figure 4.5: Iteration Schedule for the iterative interference cancellation receiver.

4dB and it is observed that convergence will occur between 2.5dB and 3dB. This is

shown in Figure 4.9(a). The noise figure of the decoder is also done in the interva12.5dB

to 3dB using finer selection of intervals. The (PT) at which convergence will occur
No dB

is found to be 2.64dB. The noise figure computation is computed noting that the SNRchn

for the iterative interference cancellation receiver varies from iteration to iteration.
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Figure 4.9(b): The noise figure of the turbo decoder over (PT) of2.5dB to 3dB.
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The accuracy of the convergence analysis is verified through computer simulation of the

iterative interference cancellation receiver for a framelength of 20000. Results of the

simulations and their comparison with the convergence point predicted through analysis

are presented in Figure 4.10. The degree of accuracy of the analytical result shows that

the methodology that is presented in this Chapter is very accurate despite its simplicity.

4.5 Conclusions.

A methodology for the convergence analysis of the iterative interference cancellation

receiver for the turbo coded DS-CDMA system is presented in this Chapter. Analytical

expressions are used for the determination of the SNR evolution of the interference

cancellation module. This is in contrast to the semi analytical approach that has been used

in the literature. Simulation results confirm that the convergence analysis technique is

accurate in predicting the point of convergence of the iterative interference cancellation

receiver for turbo-coded DS-CDMA systems.
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Chapter 5

An Iterative Multiuser Detector for Thrbo Coded

DS-CDMA Systems

5.1 Introduction

In this Chapter, an iterative multiuser detector for Turbo coded Direct Sequence Code

Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) systems is proposed. The receiver is derived from

the Maximum a-Posteriori (MAP) estimation of the single user's transmitted data,

conditioned on information about the estimate of the Multiple Access Interference (MAl)

and the received signal from the channel. A direct subtraction of the estimated MAl from

the received signal is avoided in the proposed iterative receiver. The motivation for this is

the fact that the multiple access interference estimation error could lead to erroneous

detection if subtracted directly from the received signal.

The proposed detection paradigm is compared with an earlier proposed detection type

that is based on the direct cancellation of the estimated MAl from the received signal

prior to channel decoding [Ale98][Ker99]. This type of receiver is discussed in Chapter

4. The multiuser detector proposed in this Chapter has a better performance when the

received powers of all active users are equal. The detector is also found to be resilient

against the near-far effect.

The complexity of the proposed receiver increases linearly with the number of users.

Performances that are close to the single user bound are also obtained after a few number

of detection iterations.
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The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 the CDMA system model

is presented. The proposed iterative multiuser detector is developed in Section 5.3. Issues

on implementing the proposed detector are discussed in Section 5.4. The performance of

the proposed detector is investigated by simulation for the AWGN channel in Section

5.5.1. The near-far performance of the detector is investigated by simulation in Section

5.5.2. The performance of the multiuser receiver in an asynchronous DS-CDMA system

is presented in Section 5.5.3. Section 5.6 concludes the Chapter.

5.2 System Model

5.2.1. Received Signal Model

A Turbo coded synchronous BPSK modulated DS/CDMA system is considered in this

Chapter (Figure 5.1). The system transmits over an AWGN channel. In a multiple access

system, the signal transmitted by a user k can be represented as:

(5.1)

where Ck(t) stands for the signal of the code bit of user k. Notation ak(t) represents the

signature waveform of user k of period equal to the code bit interval, T, and it is given

by [QuiOI]

(5.2)

where rect(t) denotes the rectangular chip waveform, N is the processing gain, T
c
' is

the chip duration (Tc =:) .Notation Pk represents the power of the transmitted coded
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bit of user k. Pk = REb where R is the coding rate and Eh is the energy of the Ull
T

coded information bit. Notation Wc represents the carrier frequency.

MUX

MUX

MUX

r(t)

Figure 5.1: A Turbo Coded CDMA transmission System.

The overall transmitted signal on a common channel in a multiple access situation with

K number of active users can be expressed as

K

S(t) = I ~2Pkak(t)ck(t)cos(av)
k=!

(5.3)

When transmitted over an AWGN channel, the received signal at the receiver can be

expressed as
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K .
r(t) = L ~2Pkak(t)Ck(t)COS(OJct) + n(t)

k=\

d . f NO
where net) represents the AWGN with a double sided spectral enslty 0 2'

(5.4)

Without loss of generality, user h is taken as the user of interest. The received signal at

the output of the matched filter that is matched to the signature waveform of user h IS

given by

(5.5)

The first term of equation (5.5) represents the desired user's component, the second term

represents the multiple access interference component and the third term represents the

AWGN component. The transmitted coded bit of user k at the current instance is

denoted by ck,O' The cross correlation between user h and user k is Rh,k' The matched

filter output is a sufficient statistics in detecting the transmitted signal of user h [QuiDl].

The Turbo codes considered in this paper are composed of two recursive systematic

convolutional codes (RSC) separated by a random interleaver.

5.2.2 Channel Model

In order to investigate the performance of the iterative MUD that is developed in this

Chapter with increasing values of cross correlation between users, we will defme the K

symmetric channel [Moh98a]. The K-symmetric channel has also been used in
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[Ker99],[HsuOI] and [Wan99]. In the K-symmetric channel, the cross-correlation value

between different users' signal on the channel is the same. To illustrate the K-symmetric

channel, let us represent equation (5.5) in the matrix form as:

U=ARC+N (5.6)

where A is the diagonal amplitude matrix, C is the coded bit vector, R is the correlation

matrix and N is the Gaussian noise vector.

The correlation matrix, R, can be represented as:

P

R= P

P P
I P

P I

P

P

(5.7)

P pp ...

All the entries in the correlation, except the diagonal elements are equal to p, where p

is the correlation between users. Note that for the correlation matrix of (5.7),

Rh,k = T p for all h ;.: k

5.3 The Iterative Multiuser Detector

Figure 5.2 illustrates the concept of the detector being developed in this Section. The

estimate of the MAl is not subtracted directly from the received signal. The philosophy

behind this approach is that the estimation noise in the estimated MAl can bias the
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resultant decision statistics after the cancellation adversely. Therefore, a Maximum a

Posteriori (MAP) estimation of the transmitted bit of the user of interest, given the

received baseband signal and the estimate of the MAl is done in this Section. In doing

this, the following parameter definitions are made. Let s' represent the immediately

previous state on the trellis and let s represent the present state. Let the input bit into the

encoder of user h be represented by bh . Furthermore let the received sequence' be

represented by [, let the received sequence associated with the immediately previous

transition be represented by [j-I, let the received sequence associated with the present

transition be represented by[j and let the received sequence associated with the

transition immediately after the present transition be represented by L+I.

The MAP algorithm performs the estimation by selecting the value of the code bit that

maximizes the probability P( r, LIbh )· The log-likelihood ratio L( bh Ir, £), stated in

equation (5.8), is a reliable tool for this selection. Notation L represents the sequence of

the estimated MAl. Let the following definition also be made about the sequence of the

estimated MAl. Let the sequence of the estimated MAl associated with the immediately

previous transition be represented by Lj-h let the sequence of the estimated MAl

associated with the present transition be represented by Lj and let sequence of the

estimated MAl associated with the transition immediately after the present transition' be

represented by L+l.

Therefore,

L(b IY,l) = In(P(bh =+lIY,l))
h - - P(b =-lIY I)h _,_

I P(s,/,[,D
bh =+1

/= In _(s_,s--,-)__-;--__

I P(s,/,[,D
bh =-1
(s./)
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Figure 5.2: The Proposed Iterative Multiuser Detector.

P(s,/,'£,D can be simplified using the Baye's rule and the Markov property (that say

that if s is known, events after time j do not depend on s' or '£j) as:
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P(S,/ ,[,D =P([j-l'[j'[j+blj-l,Ij,Ij+l'S,/)

/ /
= P([j+bI j+ll [j_b[j,Ij_l,Ij,s,s )P([j_b[j,Ij_I,Ij's,s )

/
= P([j+bI j+ll s)P([j_l,[j,Ij_blj,s,s )

/ /
= P([j+bI j+ll s).P(s'[j,I j I[j-bI jobS ).P([j_bI jobS ) (5.9)

/ /
=P([j+bI j+lls).P(s'[j,I j Is ),P([j-I>I j_I,S )

/ / / / I= fJj(S)rj(S,S )aj_1 (S )

where aj_I(/)' fJj(s) and rj(s,/) are defined as:

I Iaj(s)=P([j,Ij,s)

= L P(s,[j,I j,/)
all / "

= L P(s'[j'[j-I,Ij,Ij_I/)
all /

= L pes, [j-t,I i-I )P(s, [j,I i,1 /, [i-bI j_l)
all si

= I P(s,[j-blj_l)P(s,[j,Ij,I/)
all /

I() " I I / /aj s = L. aj_l(s )r/s,s )
all si
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pj(s):P(,£ j+l,L j+lls)

: L: P(/ , '£ j +1' L j +1 Is)
all /

: L: P(/,,£ j+l,L j+l's)

all si P(s)

: L: P(/,,£ J+!,L J+l>'£ j+2,L J+2'S)

all / pes)

I I ): L: per j+2,L j+21 s ,r j+!,L j+l>s)P(s ,s

all si P(s)

: L: per j+2,L j+2I sl )p(/,r j+l>L j+!ls)P(s)

all / pes)

: L: P(,£ j+2,L j+2I sl )P(/,,£ j+!,L j+l!s)
all si

: L: Pj+l(/)p(/,r j+!,L J+ll s)
all /

pj(s): L: pj+!(/)rj + !(s,sl)
. all /

and

(5.14)

(5.15)

where bh stands for the input bit that is necessary to cause the transition from state s' to

state s. Notation xk represents the transmitted codeword associated with this

transition. aj_! (si) is the forward recursion coefficient, pj(s) is the backward recursion

coefficient and rf (s,/) is the transition coefficient (Figure 5.3). Implementing the MAP

recursive algorithm as stated in equations (5.13) and (5.14) leads to a numerically
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unstable algorithm [Rya][Hag96][QuiOl]. To ensure stability, these quantities must be

a l.(/) _ [/(/)
normalized as i/(/) = J and pj(s) = J I

J L a
J
I.(/) L al.(s)

I I J
all s all s

I ')Yj (S'S1

I ')Yj (S'S2

Figure 5.3: Forward and reverse state probability recursions.

The log-likelihood ratio can, thus, be calculated from

(5.16)

The estimated MAl sequence and the received signal sequence are not independent

variables. They are mutually correlated. As the number of user increases, the two

sequences can be taken to have a probability density function (PDF) that is jointly

Gaussian. The joint PDF of the received sequence and the sequence of the estimated

MAl given the transmitted coded sequence is therefore given as [Pap84]
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n {[ (2Y,IX'1 2r(Y"[_X'/)I'/J]2(I~r2))=A.Bfl exp } 2 } + } } }
1=1 0'1 0'1 0'2

(5.17)

where
n j[ (-Yl-X l I l J]2(I~r2)B = fl exp } 2 } -~

1=1 0'1 0'2
. The

variable r stands for the value of the correlation between the received signal (Y) and the

estimate of the MAl (I), at
2 stands for the variance of the received signal and ai stands

for the variance of the estimate of the MAL From [Hag96], it is shown that

P(bh) =(exP[_Le (bh)/ 2] j.eXP[bhLe(bh) / 2]
1+ exp[_Le (bh)]

= Dj exp[bhLe (bh )/2]

(5.18)

/ ( /) _ ABD (bhLe(bh)J nn {[ (2YjlXjl J]2(L2) [ (2r(Yjl-Xjl )Ijl J]2(l~r2)}r j S, S - j exp 2 . exp 2 exp ---"---..::......-~

/=1 0'1 0'1 0'2

(5.19)
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Since rk(s,/) appears both in the numerator and the denominator of equation(5.16),

factor A, B and Dj will be cancelled out as they are independent ofbh · rj (s, /) can be

represented by

For the case of a turbo coding with coding rate 1/3 that is considered in this paper,

rj (s, /) can be represented as

(5.20)

(5.21)

1

where e( I) ( (2Yjp X jp 2rYjpl jp 2rXjpl jp ]2(1-r2
)

Xj s,s = exp 2 + - ) .
0"1 0"10"2 0"10"2

ratio of equation (5.8) can then be simplified as
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" I I e I I()L. aj_l(s )XjCS,S )Pj s
(s,/)
b·=-1

.I

(5.22)

This log-likelihood ratio (taken for each user) is the reliable information that is used in

the estimation of the multiple access interference sequence.

5.4 Implementing the Iterative Detector

A detailed functional diagram of the iterative receiver is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The

estimated MAl is multiplexed into decoders I and 2 such that I jl and I j2 are sent to

decoder 1 while I jl and I j3 are sent into decoder 2. These information are used as

added knowledge in the MAP estimation of the transmitted bits in each decoder. The

MAP decoder is adapted to estimate the coded bit instead of the information bit. This is

done in order to avoid re-encoding the decoded information sequence before .the

interference estimation. Another advantage of this approach is that different types of

tentative decision technique could be used apart from the hard decision.

After the hard tentative decision has been taken, each bit is re-spread and multiplied by

the transmitted power. This power should have been estimated by an algorithm that is,

however, not a subject of this paper. The estimated interference on the user of interest is

the summation of all the re-spread and signal from all the other users.

K
Umai = L ~PkTb ck Rj,k

k=1
hj

Ck is the decoded bit of user k .
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Figure 5.4: Functional diagram of the proposed iterative multiuser detector.

The estimated interference is input into the two component decoders through a

multiplexer. The multiplexer ensures that the estimated interference bit due to interfering

information bit is sent to both decoders (with the sequence sent to the second decoder

interleaved). The estimated interference due to the interfering parity bits is sent to the

appropriate component decoder.

5.5 Performance Discussion

The performance results of the proposed system are discussed in this Section. Both

simulation and analytical results are given. The developed system is compared with the

conventional iterative receiver system through simulations. By the conventional iterative

receiver system we mean the approach in which the estimated interference is subtracted

from the received signal prior to channel decoding. This type of receiver is discussed in

[Ale98] [Ker99].

5.5.1 Simulation Results in K-Symmetric AWGN Channel

The component encoder used in the simulations is the recursive systematic convolutional

encoder (1,517). Each encoder is separated by a random interleaver. The coding rate is

1/3. The simulations were performed for frame length of 200. The signal-to-noise ratio is

E
defined as _b .

No
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The cross correlation between adjacent users in a DS-CDMA system is typically low. If

the orthogonal Hadamard code is used a cross correlation value of zero could be obtained

[Moh98a]. Using the Gold code generated from polynomials of order z for instance, a

(z+l)

maximum cross correlation values of 2 2 + 1 is obtained when the value of z is odd
2Z

- 1

(z+2)

and 2 2 + 1 is obtained when the value of z is even [Ser80]. This translates to a
2Z

- 1

maximum cross correlation value of 0.29 for a system with a processing gain of3l; 0.27

for a system with a processing gain of 63 and 0.13 for a system with a processing gain of

127. Therefore, for practical DS-CDMA applications, the value of the cross correlation

between adjacent signals is not expected to be very high. In our simulations therefore,

cross correlation values of 0.25, 0.3 and 0.35 are used.

Figure 5.5 and 5.6 show the comparison of the bit-error-rate performances of the iterative

receiver developed in this paper and the conventional iterative interference canceller. The

number of users is 10 and all users have an equal received power. For a low cross

correlation value of 0.25, the performance of our system is better than the performance of

the conventional interference canceller. Also, our receiver converged after the 6th

iteration and the conventional iterative receiver converged after the 8th iteration. It can be

seen, though, that the proposed receiver converged to a better value than the conventional

receiver. The margin of improvement in the performance of our system becomes more

obvious at a higher value of cross correlation (0.3). In fact at a cross correlation value of

0.3, the performance of the conventional iterative interference canceller breaks down.

This same phenomenon is observed in [Ker99] for the conventional interference canceller

with weighted MAl estimate.

At a cross correlation value of 0.25 and after three iterations, our receiver has a dB gain

of about 2.5dB at a BER of 1xlO·3 over the conventional interference canceller. When
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the cross correlation value was increased to 0.3 the conventional iterative interference

canceller stops converging. Our iterative multiuser detector still converges at low SNR

values when the cross correlation value was increased to 0.35. This is illustrated in Figure

5.7.

Figure 5.8 shows the performance of the iterative multiuser detector with 1, 10 and 15

users at a cross correlation value of 0.3. The number of iteration is 3. The low sensitivity

of the multiuser detector to channel loading is evident from the small degradation in

system performance when the number of users was increased from 1 to 15.

1.00E+00 .,.-.-.----..--.-.--.------..---...-..--------------------,

~
~ 1.00E-03 -+------------~~~~::---------=:::&
~

1.00E-04 +- "':"'O--'--:"!!o.~~.._____i

I.00E-05 -j----'---------------------=-.c.--l

1.00E-06 -+-------..,--------..,---------l

o
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-liE-- Cony IC (4 Iterations)
- ~ - Turbo IC (3 Iterations)

••• Jt:••• Cony IC (6 Iterations)
"""'-Cony IC (7 Iterations)
-..-Turbo IC (I Iterations)

Figure 5.5: Comparison of the performance of the "Turbo lC" and the Conventional

Iterative Interference Canceller. Cross-Correlation = 0.25, K=lO, Framelength=200.
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Figure 5.7: Performance of the "Turbo lC" with various cross-correlation values K=lO
Framelength=200. '
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Figure 5.8: Performance of the "Turbo IC" with various numbers of users. Cross
correlation=0.3, Framelength=200. 3 iterations.

5.5.2 Near-Far Performance

The performance of the "Turbo IC" in the near-far scenario is studied in this Section. To

perform this study we use 10 users out of which five users transmit at powers that are

3.01dB and 4.8dB stronger than the other five. Our user of interest is taken to be among

the five "weaker" users in both cases. The cross-correlation between users is taken to be

0.3 and the frame1ength is 200. Figure 5.9 shows that the performance of the user of

interest improves after one iteration in the near-far scenario when compared with the

equal power scenario. This same phenomenon was observed in [Wan99] and [Ale98].

This phenomenon disappears as the number of iteration increases. After three iterations, it

can be noticed that there is only a slight degradation in the performance of the "Turbo
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IC" as the difference in SNR between -the signals of the strong and the weak interferers

increases from OdB to 3.01dB and finally to 4.8dB.

I.OOE+OO

1.00E-Ol

1.00E-02

~
I.OOE-03~

a:l

1.00E-04

l.OOE-05

I.OOE-06

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

---*- 1 Iter(1'.J"ear-Far 3.01dB)--*--3 Iter(Near-Far 3.01dB)
___ 1 Iter(Near-Far 4.8dB)

3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5

'SNR
-.- 1 Iter(No Near-Far)
- - •. - 3 Iter(No Near-Far)
..•.. 3 Iter(Near-Far 4.8 dB)

Figure 5.9: Performance of the "Turbo IC" in near-far scenarios. Cross-correlation=0.3,
Framelength=200.

5.5.3 Performance in the asynchronous DS-CDMA system.

We investigate the performance of the developed multiuser detector in the asynchronous

DS-CDMA system in this Section. The output of the transmitter of a given user k is still

as stated in equation(5.1). The received signal at the receiver in an Additive White

Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel can be expressed as

(5.24)

where lfJk is the phase shift of the signal of user k with respect to a reference. In this

case user l's signal could be selected as that reference and O:SlfJk :S2IT.
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If we again take user h as our user of-interest and if r(t) is detected by a matched filter

that is matched to the signature sequence of user h then the output of the matched filter

can be expressed as:

(5.25)

where rjJ h,k =CfJh - CfJk •

,
Rab(r) = JaaU - r)abU)dt

o

Notation T represents the message bit duration of the user of interest.

,

Figure 5.10 shows the bit error rate performance of the developed system in a turbo

coded system having a component encoder RSC (1,5/7). The framelength is 200, the

processing gains are 15 and 31 respectively. The number of users is 10 and the number of

iterations is three.
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Figure 5.10: Performance of the "Turbo IC" in the asynchronous DS-CDMA system.

It will be observed that the multiuser detector that is developed in this Chapter has error

rate performances that are better than those of the conventional iterative interference

canceller. The margin of the performance superiority reduces, however, as the processing

gam mcreases.

5.6 Conclusion

In this Chapter, a low complexity iterative interference canceller for Turbo coded CDMA

systems has been presented. The developed receiver was compared with the receiver of

[Ale98] under various cross-correlation conditions in the AWGN channel. The

performance of the proposed detector is found to be superior to those of the receiver of

[Ale98].
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As the cross-correlation between users- in a synchronous CDMA systems increases from

the medium value of 0.25 to a higher value of 0.35 we observed the breakdown in

performance of the detector of [Ale98]. Our proposed receiver, however, continues to

perform in this range of cross-correlation values, albeit with some performance changes.

The proposed system was found to be very close to the single user bound within a few

numbers of iterations. The proposed receiver is also found to be resilient against the m;ar

far effect.

The complexity of the proposed receiver is linear with the number of users. This level of

complexity of the proposed receiver and its performance advantage over the conventional

iterative interference canceller of [Ale98] makes the proposed receiver suitable for use in

CDMA systems.
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Chapter 6

Performance of the Iterative Multiuser Detection in Multirate

DS-CDMA Systems.

6.1 Introduction

In the integrated wireless personal communication scenario, there is the need to provide

different classes of services to different types of traffic on the channel. For example, the

voice traffic requires more stringent transmission rate than the data traffic in order to

provide acceptable voice quality at the receiver side of the transmission. Therefore there

is the need for the ability to provide wireless communication systems that can handle

different types of traffic seamlessly. That means the integration of emerging networks

should be able to provide different data transmission rates for different types of traffic.

For the DS-CDMA system that is the subject of this dissertation (and that is a major

candidate technology in the emerging wireless communication systems), one of the ways

of achieving the objective of providing a variable transmission rate is by employing

multirate DS-CDMA transmission.

For CDMA systems, the selection of the FEC coding rate, the modulation type and the

processing gain determines the transmission rate of the system [Hot96]. All the methods

of transmission rate selection stated above have been used extensively in CDMA systems

and have been reported in the literature [Oja96] [Joh96][Cho02]. The variable

transmission rate based on the selection of variable processing gain is used in this
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Chapter because the implementation ef a system changing from one processing gain

value to the other while transmission is in progress is easier than the implementation of

the system involving changes in modulation type. Also, the search for the optimum

puncturing pattern is not required as is the case with variable FEC coding rate. CDMA

systems having variable processing gains are referred to as the multirate CDMA.

The implementation of the multirate CDMA could be static or dynamic. By static

multirate CDMA is meant a situation where the processing gain is negotiated before the

commencement of transmission. The negotiated processing gain is then left unchanged

for the duration of the transmission. This type of multirate system has been used with

interference cancellation multiuser receivers in[Oja96] [Joh96] [Mah99] [Mee99]. In the

dynamic multirate CDMA, the processing gain for a particular type of traffic could

change while the transmission is in progress. The dynamic multirate CDMA system is

used in [Cho02] for the adaptive MMSE multiuser receiver.

Performance of the iterative multiuser receiver that was developed in Chapter 5 in the

multirate CDMA scenario is investigated in this Chapter. The performance penalty

suffered by traffic that is transmitted with lower processing gain is investigated and

results will show that the iterative multiuser detector is suitable for variable traffic

transmission using the multirate CDMA approach.

In Section 6.2 the models of the multirate CDMA system are presented. Simulation

parameters for the multirate CDMA are presented in Section 6.3. Discussion of results is

presented in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 concludes the Chapter.
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6.2 Multirate CDMA System Model.

In investigating the performance of the iterative receiver in the multirate CDMA system,

we shall begin by defining the system model. In the multirate CDMA system, different

classes of signals are spread, at the transmitter, with different lengths of spreading codes.

The transmitted information by a given user k is as given in equation (5.1) and the signal

received at the receiver can be expressed as in equation (5.4).

We consider a multirate CDMA system with two different processing gains. Random

spreading codes are used in the simulation. We want to investigate the performance of the

iterative multiuser detector when the user of interest has a processing gain that is the

higher of the two processing gains and when the user of interest has a processing gain

that is the lower of the two processing gains. It should be mentioned, however, that the

multirate CDMA systems that are discussed in this Chapter could be extended to cases

having more than two processing gains easily. At the receiver, to detect the transmitted

signal when the user of interest has the longer spreading sequence, the output of the

matched filter will be

(6.1)

Symbol rh,g is the time delay between the information bits of users h (the user of

interest that has the larger processing gain) and user g (a user that has the lower
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processing gain). rh,g::ST( :g~;;) and PG/ow is the lower processing gain while PGhigh

is the higher processing gain. rh,k::ST. Notation Km stands for the number of users

having the same processing gain as the user of interest. Notation K n stands for the

number of users having different processing gain from that of the user of interest. Figure

6.l(a) illustrates the interaction between interfering bits for the case where the user of

interest has the higher processing gain.

To detect the transmitted signal when the user of interest has the shorter spreading

sequence, the output of the matched filter will be

(6.2)

T

F th · <T( PG/ow ) d T( PG,ow ) .or IS case, rh g _ -PG an rh k::S -- too. PG, IS the lower processing
, high ' PGhigh ow

gain while PGhigh is the higher processing gain. Figure 6.I(b) illustrates the interaction

between interfering bits for the case where the user of interest has the lower processing

gam.

T _ T

Rab(r) = faa(t-r)ab(t)dt and Rab(r) = f aa(t-r)ab(t)dt. Notation T represents the
o

message bit duration of the user of interest.
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Figure 6.1(a): Illustration of the bit interaction of interfering bits in a dual multirate
CDMA system when the user of interest has the higher processing gain.

_cg"'_II_cg,o_

Figure 6.1 (b): Illustration of the bit interaction of interfering bits in a dual multirate
CDMA system when the user of interest has the lower processing gain.
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6.3 Simulation Model of Multirate CDMA

We consider a turbo coded BPSK modulated asynchronous CDMA system with random

spreading codes. The lower processing gain is 16 and the higher processing gain is 32.

The data rate of the system that has the higher processing gain is 64Kbps and the data

rate for the system that has the lower processing gain is 128Kbps. Simulations were

performed for multirate CDMA systems with various values of framelength and for

various number of detection iterations for the (l ,5/7) component RSC code corresponding

to four coding states. The objective of doing these is to be able to observe performances

of the multiuser detector over a wide range of situations.

6.4 Discussion of Results.

In the results that are presented in this Section some expressions are used in describing

the system that is under investigation. "Multirate CDMA (High)" refers to the multirate

CDMA system having the higher processing gain while "Multirate CDMA (Low)" refers

to the multirate CDMA system having the lower processing gain. As could be observed

in Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 the error rate performance of systems having the lower

processing gain are poorer than those of systems having the higher processing gain for all

situations that were studied.

In Figure 6.2 in particular the same trend is observed where the performance of the

"Multirate CDMA (Low)" is poorer than that of "Multirate CDMA (High)". Curiously, it

could be observed that the performance of "Multirate CDMA (High)" after one detection

iteration is even better than the performance of "Multirate CDMA (low)" after three

detection iterations. We attribute this to the increased "virtual near-far phenomenon" that

is experienced by "Multirate CDMA (Low)".

In Figure 6.3, the performances of the multiuser detector in multirate CDMA system with

variations in the coding framelength is investigated. The better performance of
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"Multirate CDMA (High)" when compared with "Multirate CDMA (Low)" IS still

noticed even when the framelength was changed from 500 to 1024.

Figure 6.4 shows that the perfonnances of the multiuser detector in either the "Multirate

CDMA (High)" or the "Multirate CDMA (Low)" system is still better than the situation

where there is no multiuser detection. In Figure 6.4 there are 10 active users and the

processing gain for "Multirate CDMA (High)" is 32 while the processing gain for

"Multirate CDMA (Low)" is 16. The frame length is 200 and the octal representation of

the constituent RSC code is (7,5)octal. The number of iterations is three. Capacity gain can

be made when the multiuser detector is used is a multirate CDMA system to provide

differentiated perfonnances. The penalty paid for higher data rate, however, is a

reduction in error rate perfonnance.
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Figure 6.2: BER perfonnance of the multiuser detector in the multirate CDMA system
with variations in the number of detection iterations. '
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6.5 Conclusion.

In the Chapter we investigated the performance of the iterative multiuser detector that

was developed in Chapter 5 in the multirate CDMA system. The proposed multitiser

detector was demonstrated to be able to support multiple users with different data rates. It

has been shown that the performance of the receiver still remained superior to that of the

ordinary Turbo decoder in the multirate CDMA system. It was also noted that increasing

the number of detection iteration is a way of reducing the performance degradation in

systems that operate on the lower processing gain.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion.

This dissertation discusses interference cancellation in both the channel coded (with

emphasis on the turbo code) and the uncoded DS-CDMA systems. We presented models

for the error rate analysis of PlC receivers, presented a methodology for the analysis of

iterative interference cancellation receivers for turbo coded DS-CDMA systems and

developed an iterative multiuser detector that has performances that are close to the

single user's bound after a few iterations.

In Chapter 2, we presented analytical expressIOns for the error rate performance

evaluation of the total and the weighted PlC receivers in the Nakagami multipath fading

channel. We derived new expressions for the variance of the residual MAl of the PlC

receivers. We showed that the derived expressions are more accurate than the expressions

that have already been reported in the literature. An integral part of the results provided is

the expression for evaluating the error rate performance of the MRC-based RAKE

receivers for DS-CDMA system in the Nakagami multipath fading channel. Expressions

were also obtained for the optimal cancellation weights for the weighted PlC receivers.

There is a need to adaptively estimate the optimal cancellation weights for the weighted

PlC receiver as the channel condition changes. We gave a motivation for the use of the

LMS algorithm for the weights estimation in chapter 3. We then analysed the error rate

performance of the LMS-based adaptive PlC receiver. Results show that the adaptive PlC

receiver has better performances than the non-adaptive PlC receiver. Also, results of the

error rate analysis of the receivers and results that are obtained from computer

simulations of the receivers show a high level of agreement.
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The rest of the dissertation discussed the iterative multiuser detector for turbo-coded DS

CDMA systems. We used the density evolution method to perform the convergence

analysis of the iterative interference cancellation receiver in Chapter 4. Results show a

high degree of agreement between predicted convergence points and convergence points

that were observed during computer simulation of the system. The proposed methodology

is useful in predicting the point of convergence of iterative interference cancellation

receivers thereby removing the need for lengthy computer simulations in the

determination of the point of convergence.

Finally, a novel iterative multiuser detector was developed for the turbo-coded DS

CDMA system in Chapter 5. The developed receiver avoided a direct subtraction of the

estimated multiple access interference from the received signal of the user of interest.

Rather, the estimated multiple access interference was used as added information in .the

detection process. Results show that the proposed detection paradigm performs better

than the receiver that is based on direct subtraction of the estimated multiple access

interference. The proposed detector was found to have performances that are close to

those of the single user performance. The detector is also resilient against the near-far

phenomenon.

An application of the detector in the multirate CDMA system in Chapter 6 shows that the

detector can handle multiple users with different processing gains. Communication

systems in emerging technologies are expected to deliver multiple services of

heterogeneous nature in an integrated manner. Multirate CDMA is an enabling technique

in achieving this objective.

This dissertation examined multiuser detection in the uplink channel of a CDMA system.

However, it was not our objective to examine the effects of user mobility and cell design

on multiuser detector in cellular CDMA systems. It will be interesting, for future work, to

investigate the effects of the adoption of the iterative multiuser receiver that was

developed in Chapter 5 of this dissertation on capacity, coverage and system sensitivity

in a cellular CDMA system with consideration for outer-cell interference and user
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mobility. The feasibility of deploying the developed receiver in practical CDMA systems

requires system-level evaluation. The feasibility of combining the receiver with channel

estimation algorithms, power control schemes etc will have to be investigated.

Capacity of wireless systems can be improved with the use of multiple transmit and

receive antenna (Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems). For future work,

novel techniques of combining space-time detection and iterative multiuser detection can

be explored.

Issues about the hardware implementation of the iterative multiuser detector have to be

addressed. Performances of fixed-point implementation, sequence variance estimation

and correlation computation are needed to be addressed and should be studied in a future

work.
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Appendix A. Derivation of equation (2.24).

The BER can be expressed as pej) = fpWP(S)dS , where pUl is the conditional BER

f J Sr )

and is given by pUl =Q[.JSYJ= ..!.. Je~2sin'e de. P(S) is the PDF of S and is given as:
Jr o

Therefore,

<Xl T _(~) ( )mT (rnr-Il _(!!!E)
= ~ f fe 2sin'e de mr _S__e aT dS

Jr 0 0 Or ['(mr )

where r' = rOT .
2mT

A-I

(A. I)

(A.2)



(B.l)

Appendix B: Variances of the Residual Multiple Access

Interference for the Total and the Weighted Parallel

Interference Cancellation Receivers.

We derive the expression for the variances of the residual interference for the PlC

receivers in this appendix. The variance of the MAl component of the detected signal is

given in equation (2.18) as

r 2(fJ )2 K
---,~~j- "Pi (L 0\(-)

6N
.t... kq , J"'''1

k=1
hj

For the total PlC receiver, we denote the residual interference at the f th cancellation

stage as V~f)
}~,total

V~f) =V. - VCf)
.J~ ,total .J~ }~

(B.2)

where ViP is the estimated MAl at the f th cancellation stage. ViP can be expressed

as

(B.3)

where Ea~-I) and E~{kl) represent the tentative bit of user k that correspond to the

present and the immediately past instances respectively. The variance of the residual

MAl, var[vjC{,?otalJ ,can therefore be expressed as:

var[v~f) J=(2-2E[EU-1)J)var[v. ]
.J~,total O,k .J~

A-2

(BA)



where E [ ] represents the expectation function.

In order to proceed we have to evaluate E[b6~-I)J. b6~-I) is obtained by taking a hard

decision on a Gaussian variate. That is, b6~-I) =sgn(Xy-I) where Xy-I) IS a

Gaussian variate (as defined in Chapter 2). Hence

(

(I-I) )2
Xl -mxV-1)

E[b6:;-I) ]= 1 1exp - 2

&0-X</-I) -00 2aXV-I)
J J

dX(I- I )
}

(B.5)

where mxV-I/ is the mean of Xy-I) and 0- U_I)2 is the variance of x(1-I).
J Xi }

1 00

--==----fe
&0-XU':'I) 0

.I

1 00

- fe
&0-XV-I) -00

J

(xV-I)-mxV- J)r
20'XV-I)2

J dX(1-I)
}

(xV-I)-mXV-I)r
2O'

X
V-I)2
J dX(1 -I)

}
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(XV-I) -m (f-I»). x·
Let .I = Y

ha (f-I)
Xi

Therefore dXy-l) =hax(f-l)dY. When
.I

X U - I ) =0
) , Y=

haxV-I) .

.I

When

X V-I) =OCJ Y =OCJ When X(f-I) =-OCJ Y =-OCJ) , . ) , .

Therefore,

m (/-1)
Xi

1

.j;

a;,

J
mxV-I)

.I

.fiaXV-I)
.I

1[]a;, 1[ ]-a;,
='2 erf(Y) mx(f-I) +'2 er/(Y) mxV-I)

.~--".I__ -,---",.1_-

Jiax(f-I) Jia (f-I)
.I Xi

[

mXU-I) ]
=erf ---;=-....!...I_-

.fi(J'xy-I)

[

mx(f-l) ]
=l-erfc i

.fi(J' (f-I)
Xi

[

mXV - 1
) ]

=1-2Q _"-.1_

(J'xV-I)
.I
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which is a random variable. By using the expected value of

The variance of the residual MAl can then be given as

var[VJ{,:otG/J =(2- 2(1- 2Q[~rq(8,M)J))var[Vj~ ]
=4Q[~rq(8,M)Jvar[Vj~]

For the weighted PlC receiver, the residual MAl at the th stage can be expressed as

VU) - V A VU)
X,weighted - j~ - f j~

Af is the cancellation weight at the fh cancellation stage.

The variance of the residual interference will, therefore, be

(B.8)

(B.9)

[ U) ] - [ [AU-I)] 2 [( AU_I))2]] [ ]var Vje;, weighted - 1- 2..1,[E bO,k + ..1,[ E bO) var Vi;

++A/ - 2Aj E[(EWl l']]var[vj<]

=(1+..1,./ -2Af (1-2Q[~rq(8,M)J))var[Vi~]

=((1- AI)2 +4A[Q[~rq(8,M)J) var[Vj~ ]
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E[[/1-1)J has previously been taken as l-2p(J)[j -1] ill the literatureO,k

[Yo093][Hui98]. p(J)[f -1] is the average BER of the receiver at the end of the (f_l)th

stage and is extensively discussed in Chapter 2. This leads to variance of the residual

MAl being given as

var[v~f) ] =4p(J)[j -l]var[V. ]le;,total le;

var[v5{,~eighted ] =((1- A/)2 +4AIp(J)[j -1]) var[Vje; ]

(B. 11)

(B.12).

Figures B.l and B.2 compares the error rate results that are obtained by using models of

equations (B.11) and (B.12) with the models that are developed in this dissertation. It will

be observed that our models have closer agreement with results that are obtained from

simulations.
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Figure B.l: BER vs SNR the fIrst stage of Total PlC receiver. L=3, M=3, m=l, 0=0.2,

k=1O, N=15.
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Figure B.2: BER vs SNR the first stage of weighted PlC receiver. L=3, M=3,m=l,
8=0.2, k=10, N=15.Cancellation weight = 0.7.
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